SYRIA’S BAND OF MUSLIM BROTHERHOODS

By Dr Declan Hayes

- This is a follow-up on my two earlier pieces. The first of these was on the controversial Hand in Hand for Syria charity http://bit.ly/1p490Ar and the second of them was called Saving Civilisation from Syria’s Sr Agnes http://bit.ly/1mRC1ed. This piece can be downloaded from here: http://bit.ly/1ofdXgo. This folder http://taigs.com/Syria/ contains copies of those and other files and will be periodically updated.

- This current document explores the myriad networks sinister groups like Syria’s Muslim Brotherhood use in the West to recruit money, men, women and children to their cause.

- It presents photos of NHS doctors wearing the battle fatigues of the Syrian rebel extremists and asks the readers why no action is, to our knowledge at least, being taken against these people by either the NHS, our political leaders, the Charity Commission or the police.

- It asks why a large number of inter-linked organisations have been simultaneously started by a small coterie of people and asks if the police and related authorities are investigating those strange coincidences and if they are happy that the resulting questionable networks stretching from the West into the heartland of rebel Syria are allowed to flourish and thrive.

- It notes Welsh protesters brazenly flouting the death flag of ISIS and asks are the police investigating these and other overt and covert supporters of sectarian slaughter and linking them to other networks.

The Syrian people are paying a huge price for the cynical games of our betters. The cause of peace is not helped by the cynical, sectarian double-dealing and treachery that is synonymous with the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood. The road to peace in Syria is going to be long, hard and very bloody. That road will be considerably shortened if the rebels abandon the lies that fuel their campaigns of murder and mayhem. Though history will, of course, harshly judge them, that is no consolation to the millions of Syrians, whose lives have been shattered by their murder campaign and by our lethargy. If we can name, shame and neutralise the war addicts, then the people of Syria, their ultimate victims, might have a chance of seeing some solace this side of the grave.

If you want further information or to speak to me about any of the material contained here, please contact me at the following email address londonhayes@gmail.com or on my mobile phone +447942440165. Although I can be reached at the university address and at my university email, I would prefer you used the contacts conduit given above.

Dr Declan Hayes dated: 3/8/2014
Figures 1-4: Manchester’s Dr Madrous al Soud proudly wears the uniform of Syrian rebel extremists as he poses with sectarian killers in “liberated” Syria. His sidekick wears the logo of Every Syrian, a charity “Mad Dog” Madrous al Soud runs to help those in Syria he thinks need the kind of help himself and his mates can provide.

The Rise of the Foot Doctor

The pictures on his Facebook page might look like those of any fanatic getting his jollies doing jihad in Syria. He poses and jokes with armed murderers, confident that, working in tandem, they will destroy secular Syria. Nothing new there in his Facebook pictures you will say you as you move on.

But pause a while. This friendly-looking fellow in the fashionable field fatigues is not your ordinary run-of-the-mill jihadist recruited out of the nearest drug rehabilitation centre. He is the highly-esteemed and most respectable Dr Mahrous al Soud and the logo you see in his countless selfies is that of Everysyrain.org, one of a large number of British-and American-based “charities” who are working hand in hand with the Syrian rebel extremists controlled, as often as not, by the chameleon-like Syrian Muslim Brotherhood with which the good Dr Madrous may or may not have a relationship with.

Dr Mahrous, who could easily be mistaken in his selfies for a well-scrubbed if somewhat narcissistic jihadist, is in fact a highly-regarded consultant cardiologist working for Britain’s NHS as well as a leading executive in the Muslim Brotherhood-dominated British Syrian Medical Society, which has also thrown its weight behind the sectarian terror campaign the Muslim Brotherhood is waging against secular Syria. At a time when British fascists
complain about foreigners coming to England to get free NHS medical treatment, one wonders why neither they nor the NHS complain about the legions of NHS experts joining the medical units of the Syrian rebel cut-throats, a form of execution one hopes the highly-esteemed and most respectable NHS consultant cardiologist Dr "Mad Dog" Madrous has never witnessed and might even disapprove of.

Although Dr Mahrous is quite proud to flaunt, peacock-like, his smartly-pressed battle fatigues together with the partisan colours of every syrian.org, the charity he runs, others, who entice donations from the wider, unsuspecting British public, are more circumspect. One such charity is Hand in Hand for Syria which, as explained in this 29 page document http://bit.ly/1p490Ar is excellent at promoting itself and raising funds but not so good at submitting its financial accounts on time.

There is, as a perusal of extremist sites show, no shortage of money-making ventures. Or, as Muslim crooner Wasfi Massarani crossing the Atlantic in the photos below show, no shortage of shadowy organisation joining them for jihad in a carefully-woven mosaic of Muslim brotherhood, fraternity and jihad1.

The Muslim Brotherhood, with their Qatari funding behind them may have, as this link http://tinyurl.com/smb1x shows, bigger fish to fry than those that concern us here. Whenever there is a staged atrocity, they have to don their Brotherhood boots and jump into action. At the time of writing in early August 2014, they are brushing down the ‘Caesar’ file and bringing their latest puppet on an American tour. Caesar claims to have done selfies of himself with a staggering 11,000 civilians murdered in Syrian jails before escaping, Rambo-like, across the border to freedom and Qatari cheque books. Caesar’s trip is being managed by the Coalition for a Democratic Syria, a Syrian-American umbrella organization that is part of “the Syrian opposition”. For extra effect, they got the Holocaust Museum to host his photo exhibition.

Just how did all of these crews arise so suddenly and seemingly from nowhere? One wonders did they all just spontaneously bloom Mao-like, like a million Muslim spring flowers, or evolve in some kind of Lamarckian, pre-programmed and pre-designed evolution with some sinister outfit such as the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, being their God, the Great Designer-in-Chief of these interesting, effective and highly integrated but superficially independent groups.

1 The mini-army of front groups captioned in the following photographs or related to them via sites like http://arcsyria.org/about_inline.html include: Syrian Expatriate Medical Association (SEMA), Syrian British Medical Association (SBMS), Syrian American Medical Association (SAMA), Syrian Expatriates Organization, Syrian Sunrise Foundation. Hope for Syria: hopeforsyria.org, Karam, www.karamfoundation.org, Life for Relief and Development: www.lifeusa.org, Maram Foundation: www.maramfoundation.org, Mercy Without Limits: www.mercywithoutlimits.org, NuDay Syria: www.nudaysyria.net, Shaam Relief Foundation: www.shaamrelief.org, Syria Relief and Development (SRD):, syriareliefanddevelopment.org/, Syria Relief Network: syriareliefnetwork.org/en/, Syrian American Engineers Association (SAEA): www.saea-us.org, Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS): www.sams-usa.net, Syrian Orphans Syrian Sunrise Foundation (SSF): www.syriansunrisefoundation.org, Swasia Charity Foundation: www.swasia.org. Zakat Foundation: www.zakat.org, Syrian Center for Political and Strategic Studies (SCPSS), Syrian Expatriates Organization (SEO), Syrian American Council (SAC), United Charity, advisory member. Most of these affiliated ARCS members are organizations with a 501(c) 3 status or pending status. Though ARCS members all claim to be non-profit organizations with no religious or political affiliation, all of these groups only work in areas controlled by Syrian sectarians; they do not work in the government-controlled areas. They are, in other words, part of the “ secular” opposition and their sheer number would imply that the Muslim Brotherhood are the organisers in chief behind them.
Fig 5a-5g: Syria’s Muslim Brotherhood and the Hidden Hand of Lamarckian Evolution. These hordes of supposedly independent crews (check out their many logos) can organise the same crooner on to both sides of the Atlantic. That takes organisation, something the Muslim Brotherhood or the Watan crew could undoubtedly lend a hand in.

This link [http://www.bss-uk.org](http://www.bss-uk.org) tells us that “British Solidarity for Syria (BSS) was established in August 2011 in order to support the struggle of the Syrian people for freedom and democracy. It shares the goal of the Syrian people: replacement of the current dictatorship with a civil democratic state based on the rule of law, respect for human rights, and equality for all Syrians regardless of ethnic or religious background”.

It then continues to pull at our secular heart strings by telling us that “BSS is a non-sectarian and all-inclusive organisation which welcomes members from all nationalities and all ideological backgrounds. It is an independent organisation and is not affiliated with any political party. In November 2012, BSS formed a partnership with the UK registered Non-Profit Organisation Watan. Watan is an umbrella organisation that represents a progressive movement that works through the various institutions of civil society and aims to achieve comprehensive progress in Syria, before and after the fall of the regime”.

So there you have it. The BSS is affiliated to Watan but is non-sectarian and all-inclusive. It is also an “independent organisation” that has just recently hooked up with Watan in a most “non-sectarian and all-inclusive” manner. Whois tells that the site was registered by “Anas El-Khani” of “13 Woodcrest Road CR84JD” where “a certain” Dr Ussaamah El-Khani resides and where this site [http://tinyurl.com/smb2x](http://tinyurl.com/smb2x) tells us the similarly named and similarly focused Aala el-Khani, who is a director of Watan, of its charity offshoot Khayr and of the Syrian Media Centre, also resides. What a coincidence and all the more so as that is a statistically significant number of directorships for a recent university graduate!

**Figure 6: Tomorrow Belongs to Me.** Aala el-Khani with some props on the Turkish Syrian border.

Aala, who is certainly a rising star in the sisterhood, should remember 10 October 2012 as it is the day she became Director of three seemingly unrelated companies – Syrian Media Centre, Khayr and Watan – all on one day and the fact she may be blood related to Anas of the “unrelated” BSS is most likely BS.

Aala, Manchester University proudly boasts here [http://tinyurl.com/smb4x](http://tinyurl.com/smb4x) is doing “independent” research in “Qah a refugee area on the eastern border of Syria and Bab Al-Salam refugee camp on the northern border as well as Bakhir refugee camp in Turkey” and that “Aala hopes after writing up her findings she can secure funding for the development of a training programme specifically aimed at refugees similar to the Triple P Positive Parenting Programme – used across the world to help parents develop practical coping strategies in different situations”. Hopefully her directorships or her fellow directors will help her in the name of Muslim sisterhood.

Although the university tells us Aala has “the support of WATAN, an institute involved in supporting all aspects of Syrian aid and relief”, it does not tell us if this support was won by open competition or if she simply had “the right blood” and came from “good stock”, which is something secretive, conspiratorial organisations such as the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood have always put great store in. Heaven knows what the Triple P Positive Parenting Programme will think of her lame “research” methods or what her generous funders, friends and fellow-directors in Watan and its affiliates will for that matter.

Perhaps Dr Darwish, who is also a Watan director, can help us in this respect for these links [http://tinyurl.com/smb5x](http://tinyurl.com/smb5x) [http://tinyurl.com/smb6x](http://tinyurl.com/smb6x) tell us that Manchester’s Dr Ammar Darwish is a director of a very impressive six companies, all of which were set up almost simultaneously either on either 8 June 2012 or 1st and 2nd October 2012. These
companies are Generation Freedom, Khayr, Syrian Activists Network, Syrian Centre for Studies & Research, Syrian Business Club, Syrian Media Centre, the Centre for Syrian Freedoms and our new-found friend Watan Association Ltd which, as this link http://www.watansyria.org/en/ hints, may be the controlling group behind these other fronts. The Charity Commission tells us here http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/find-charities/ that Khayr lists three trustees, one of whom, interestingly, is the upward-mobile Aala, and another of whom is Dr Ammar Dawish, who should not be confused with Dr. Marya Darwish which this link https://www.justgiving.com/WinterizationAid tells us raises money for “Watan UK along with the other hard working selfless Watan teams from around the world,” one of which may be Watan FM radio, which this BBC link http://tinyurl.com/snb8x tells us is pumping sectarian propaganda into Syria from their Turkish safe haven and which is, of course, “enabling” Aala to “enable” vulnerable victims of the Syrian rebels.

Though this brief soiree into Manchester’s Muslim netherworld does raise a host of questions, the proliferation of dubious charities like these greatly compounds the work of the under-resourced and under-appreciated American and British regulators who are charged with keeping their eyes out for cowboy operations conning the public. As the USA, for example, has a staggering 1,250,000 million charities, with an extra 5,000 more being created every year, there is a very big charity ocean for these radical Syrian groups to hide, swim, network and recruit in.

As if the vast numbers alone were not enough, then there are the “governance issues”. Charities like Kids Wish Network, Cancer Fund of America and The American Breast Cancer Foundation give less than 10% of their donations in direct aid, and the other 90% to their fundraisers. In England, meanwhile, The Cup Trust raised £176m from donations in its first two years of operation but distributed a comparative pittance of £55,000 to charity. Clearly, the Charity Commission, Britain’s regulator, has its work cut out in regulating these groups, many of which are just badly run, more of which are clearly fraudulent and still more of which might be collecting money to fund sectarian slaughter.

The Forest Gump Approach

Because the oxygen of publicity is essential to massive fund-raising, it is important to take Forest Gump’s approach and gate-crash epoch-making events. If the Syrian air force attacks “defenceless women and new-born babies in incubators”, it boosts your fund-raising bottom line if your volunteers, rather than those of your equally opportunistic competitors, are on the ground defending those infants and on our TV screens desperately pleading with the public to “send money now”.

This is the classic bait and switch tactic known to fund raisers and fraudsters the world over; Time4Life, an Italian mob, also seems to have an uncanny knack of being at the business end of both the Syrian air force and Italian TV cameras every time their charity cans rattle. Such outfits bait the public into giving them money for one cause “before it is too late” and they then use it for another cause; Greenpeace, to take the best-known example, do this all the time. Crucially, as BBC’s controversial Saving Syria’s Children programme shows, these groups must hog the media exposure so that they and their fund-raising, by hiding in the open as it were, are insulated from serious scrutiny.

Thus, Dr Mahrous, Time4Life and Hand in Hand for Syria, the group behind the Saving Syria’s Children farce, find themselves like modern-day Clark Kent Supermen in the thick of things, rescuing babies, helping widows and orphans and, with the help of an overly compliant media, being all round good guys, the type of people you would invite round to
organise a fund-raising dinner, unlike “the men with guns” that the good Dr Mahrous actually hangs around with and which you, like the slaughtered Christians of Mosul and the Armenians of Kasab, would run for your life from.

**Sex Jihad and The Men with Guns**

![Image of a fund-raising dinner](image)

**Figure 7a-7c: Homage to Horror.** FSA godfather Sam Idriss gives his seal of approval to the slaughter of Alawite women, children and old men, Latakia, August 2013; John McCain does a happy chappie selfie with Syria’s most notorious kidnapper; Syria’s moderate rebel and notorious cannibal explains his diet habits on BBC TV.

The good Dr Mahrous is not the only British-based medic giving help to the “good guys”. Renowned British surgeon Paul McMaster recounts here [http://tinyurl.com/medicsign3](http://tinyurl.com/medicsign3) his experiences working in an illegal hospital in rebel-controlled Syria and treating “fighters – from both sides as MSF is, of course, impartial – with serious gunshot wounds”. Much later in the piece, he tells us that “Sometimes, after the casualties, the men with guns would arrive. At MSF we never allow weapons into the treatment area – no matter which side they are on. We did have prisoners from the government forces brought in for treatment and I went to see one after we had treated him. He was being well looked after”.

So, far from being a neutral NHS type needle exchange drop in centre run by a neutral medical outfit, Mr McMaster was, in effect, operating an Islamic rebel field hospital and salving his conscience by treating the odd prisoner “the men with guns” brought in.

Jacques Beres, the co-founder of the medical charity Doctors Without Borders, recounts a similar experience with “the men with guns” when he treated Syrian rebels in Aleppo, Syria’s Stalingrad, where he claims here [http://tinyurl.com/handchopw1](http://tinyurl.com/handchopw1) that a whopping 60 per cent of his patients were rebels – and about half of those were foreigners hell-bent on establishing a sectarian Sharia dictatorship, the type of rule one would expect NHS doctors like Dr Madrous and his battle-hardened confreres to shy away from and to have nothing to do with.

This link [http://tinyurl.com/HIHKurd1](http://tinyurl.com/HIHKurd1) tells us “In al-Dana in Idlib, Mahmoud Hussein, an activist from the NGO Hand in Hand for Syria who conducted his own research on this subject (sex jihad), told Al-Monitor that most of the holy warriors discard their “wives” after two months, at which time they then marry another female captive. Mr Hussein, the Hand in Hand for Syria worker, then goes on to tell us: “All the 'immigrants' who come to the medical center in the countryside of Latakia insist that the female doctors marry them.
These doctors say they are engaged, and the fighters insist on being introduced to other Syrian girls".

Although Mr Hussein’s very blasé attitude to the victims of sex jihad might disgust, in civilised society that is, for their American and British fund-raising enterprises, such collaboration is undoubtedly a part of the moral price those aiding the Syrian cut-throats are not only happy to pay but also wish to get us to collude in so that we too will be part of their homage to horror. Because we cannot, on the one hand, condone such savagery with our donations and retain any sense of moral integrity on the other, we must forensically examine these organisations and the media organisations that collude with them. Their victims deserve no less from us and from those charged with regulating them.

The euphemistically-named Save Syria² was set up by Dr Mohamed Najjar, another fascinating British-based doctor, who is a TV celebrity on Al Hiwar, the Muslim Brotherhood linked TV channel and who is also a regular performer on English language secular TV as well. Dr Najjar has even very bravely travelled to areas of Aleppo controlled by the Muslim Brotherhood’s Al Tawheed Brigade and, where, rumour has it, British doctors adjudicate in sectarian sharia courts before returning to Blighty to boast about those poor unfortunates who, in the words of The Bard, they “damn with a spot”.

Were Save Syria and other Muslim Brotherhood linked charity groups to come clean on all they know about Britons, NHS medics included, who officiate at sectarian Syrian sharia courts, this might, of course, impact their fund-raising bottom line and be as potentially bad for business as condoning sex jihad, something some of the Hand in Hand for Syria crew seem content enough to condone. Were we to find out, perhaps through the good offices of Save Syria and other Muslim Brotherhood linked crews, that British doctors were condemning Syrian men to death at sectarian sharia courts and that militias linked to the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood and through them to British-based charities, were also condemning entire families to death, well, we might switch our GPs and even write to our MPs about what prominent employees of the NHS are getting up to in their spare time.

Dr Mohammad Najjar, one of the main London-based organisers of these questionable charities, is in an excellent position to throw light on whether British doctors are officiating at sharia courts that sentence entire families of “collaborators” to death as he seems to know where, to use an old saying, the bodies are buried. In this laughable report http://tinyurl.com/smb8x, which informs us that Assad’s regime, like that of Saddam Hussein’s before him, has weapons of mass destruction that are going to kill us all before we have time to pick our noses, Mohammad Najjar tells us about his secretive “private aid mission to Aleppo”.

In these articles, http://tinyurl.com/smb9x and http://tinyurl.com/smb10x Dr Mohammed Najjar, this time wearing another hat, that of the leader of the “secular” Syrian National Coalition, tells us that there are a handful of “foreign fighters” in Syria who could be described as jihadists but that their numbers have been "exaggerated" and that they are, despite massive evidence to the contrary, of no real consequence. Though Dr Najjar does not tell us if British doctors in Syria are officiating at sectarian sharia courts that sentence entire families of “collaborators” to death, we can probably assume they are not as, according to Dr Najjar, who regularly commutes to rebel-run Aleppo, there are not many non-Syrians fighting there, notwithstanding the countless dead jihadists, Britons among them, testifying otherwise with their cold dead hands.

² Its website gives the contact details here http://www.savesyria.org.uk/1_3_Contract-Us.html for the “brothers from Aleppo” as follows: “Dr Mohamed Najjar - Tel: +447830538302; Brother Ziad Najjar - Tel: +447838426647”. Its Facebook page is here: https://www.facebook.com/savesyriauk
Here http://tinyurl.com/smb11x Dr Najjar is wearing yet another hat, this time representing Islamic Relief, where he shills for DEC’s Syria Crisis Appeal and where we learn that “Mohamed is a London-based locum hospital doctor, has played a prominent part in fundraising for Islamic Relief’s Syria crisis response by helping to organise appeals on UK-based Arabic TV channels and speaking at appeal dinners in London, Bristol and Sheffield”. We do not, alas, learn from “Mohamed” if British doctors in Syria are officiating at sectarian sharia courts that sentence entire families of collaborators to death.

We do learn from “Mohamed” that “Inside Syria a lot of people have no electricity or clean water and they are living out in the open in small tents”. We do not learn from “Mohamed” that the Muslim Brotherhood’s military death squads in Aleppo and elsewhere are targeting the water supplies and electricity stations even as they buy up old generators in England to ship to the areas they and their Turkish overlords control in Syria. We do not, in other words, learn that it is the Muslim Brotherhood death squads who are at the root of the problems that so trouble “Mohamed”.

In this interview http://tinyurl.com/smb12x our new-found friend Dr Mohammed Najjar, this time back to wearing the hat of the opposition group the “secular” Syrian National Coalition, is back to the hoary old canard that “the world is still carelessly watching babies and children being slaughtered”. He does not confirm rumours that London-based doctors linked to the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood have pictures of themselves on their cell phones watching “the rebels” beheading captured soldiers and civilians to satiate their sectarian blood lusts. No word either of the wholesale slaughter of Alawite children, “babies and children” included, in Latakia at the time of the Ghouta attacks but “Mohamed” is no doubt a busy man, what with all that commuting with all his different hats between Aleppo and British TV studios.

“Mohamed” is, alas, not the only doctor in this house of ill repute. As this Skynews report on one of their comrades killed in Syria shows http://tinyurl.com/HIHTrustee another colourful character is London-based Dr Mahmoud al Akraa who led a mob that disrupted a peaceful and inclusive meeting in London which I chaired. Details of that meeting, where Dr Mahmoud al Akraa personally heckled small children and hurled abuse at them, are here: http://tinyurl.com/HIHTrustee2, Dr Mahmoud al Akraa’s Facebook page shows here http://tinyurl.com/HIHTrustee3 he and Dr Rola Alkurdi Hallam, the Saving Syria’s Children super-star, are friends. As this link http://tinyurl.com/trusteexx1 shows, Dr Mahmoud al Akraa also shares platforms with disgraced and discredited provocateur Danny Abdel Dayyem; more to the point perhaps, Dr al Akraa claims that the Syrian government forces the Muslim Brotherhood are murdering will summarily and sadistically torture and then kill any Syrian seen to have been getting medical aid from non-approved sources which, if true, would have to call into the question Hand in Hand for Syria’s clearly suicidal policy, as enunciated by his fellow Hand in Hand for Syria trustee, Mr al-Dairi, of running token medical services in government-controlled Syria. Equally importantly, at 2:43 into the video, he expresses his delight that “the Muslim Brotherhood is coming back” to Syria. Hand in Hand for Syria, like Dr Mahmoud al Akraa himself, should explain whether or not they support the Muslim Brotherhood, the “secular” Syrian National Council and the various rebel extremist groups they have been consorting with. They, along with the NHS, should also clearly state what, if any, disciplinary action they intend to take against Dr al Akraa. Dr al Akraa should probably hand his phone over to the authorities so they can check on whether selfies of him urinating over the bodies of decapitated Syrian soldiers exist or not3.

3 Though I confronted Dr al Akraa at the meeting and could see he is clearly a very disturbed man, I have no way of verifying whether this is true or not. Several of the terrified Syrians who attended the meeting made these allegations to me.
This link http://tinyurl.com/rola1 points out that Dr Rola Hallam, who is at the centre of the Hand in Hand for Syria crew, is the daughter of Dr. Mousa al Kurdi, a leading apologist for Syrian extremist militias, who has been involved at the highest levels with the extremists. Dr Rola was one of the signatories and organisers of the 16 September 2013 letter to The Lancet, signed by a large number of medics, many globally prominent, asking that they be allowed to work unhindered in Syria. Given that all of them, Dr Rola included, declared “that we have no conflicts of interest”, Dr Rola should clarify whether that is, in fact, the case. Dr Rola should, in other words, explain whether her 16 September 2013 declaration is true that she has no conflict of interest or whether her real sympathies and those of Hand in Hand for Syria, like their actions, are sectarian and partisan. The other medics mentioned here should do the same so that we do not think they are merchants of death, the type of degenerates who would have any truck with sectarian Syrian sharia courts.

Perhaps I have the short end of Syria’s sectarian stick here for, in this article http://tinyurl.com/smb13x our good friend, Dr Mohammed Najjar, again rejects any idea that the sectarian Syrian rebels are sympathetic to Al Qaeda. As he explains: “The Syrian people are quite moderate, liberal people and they don’t accept extremism. This is new to our society and I think the Syrian people will continue to reject any kind of extremism in Syria”. Speaking about the tree-hugging rebels, Dr Najjar said: “Many of these are ordinary Syrian people who decided to carry weapons to defend their children and their lives.” The fact however, is, the good doctor’s protestations notwithstanding, there are sharia courts operating all over the “liberated” areas Najjar visits and for him to pretend otherwise is disingenuous at best and downright criminal at worst.

Figure 7d: Dr Mohammed the Video Star: This revealing video http://tinyurl.com/sbmz4 http://tinyurl.com/smbsmb stars Dr Mohammed and a supporting cast including charities Syrian Aid and hands_of_mercy and Dr Rami Abdulraham of the pro-rebel SOHR. Dr Najjar tells us that he had to leave Syria years before the current troubles started. As he also tells us that the Syrian government is quite prepared to use not only chemical weapons but nuclear weapons as well, we can probably deduce that neither he nor his mates have ever been big fans of the Syrian authorities. In case we are in any actual doubt about their allegiances, because we are told, 11 minutes into the video, how dissidents had to hide from the Syrian authorities during the earlier and equally bloody revolt of the Muslim

4 See here for the letter http://tinyurl.com/medicsign1 and here http://tinyurl.com/medicsign2 for the list of signatories.
Brotherhood fanatics, we can only assume that the tainted tentacles of the Muslim Brotherhood are the controlling hand behind all of this.

About 14 minutes into the video, the good doctor travels to Turkey to help the “women and children in incubators” the Syrian authorities loathe. However, in rebels areas, Jim Crowe rules and those unfortunates have to stand in line behind “the men with guns”. The first patient we see Dr Muhammad meeting is not, in fact, a woman or now-born child fresh from an incubator but a seriously injured gunman in the type of fatigues Dr Mad Dog Madros models; at 14:40 into the video we see one of the many hyenas crowding around the gunman wearing a “Hand in Hand” vest. After showing us the injured jihadist, Dr Mohammed then tells us he is proud to help “people”, presumably as long as they are on his side of the battle lines.

After Dr Muhammad and the SOHR rebel apologist tell us more one-sided harrowing tales, a pregnant woman in a Turkish refugee camp tells us of her sad plight but, as she does not precisely explain why and with whom her husband has remained behind in Syria, we can only assume he is a Muslim Brotherhood affiliated gunman and that she is, accordingly, “part of the team”. After her cameo, Dr Muhammed returns to tell us how he and other doctors have helped patch up countless gunmen. He says in the earlier days before they really got the bloody bandwagon going, there was no organisation, just a band of medical “brothers” “spontaneously” infiltrating into Syria to help their wounded “brothers”, some of whom then make appearances along with the expected quota of wounded children and their distressed mothers.

The SOHR head honcho then reappears to tell us of their dreams of a “democratic Syria” which is being thwarted by the refusal of the Syrian Army to surrender all minorities and moderate Sunnis to the less than tender mercies of their sharia courts.

The video concludes by Dr Muhammed confessing to us that “As a person, I can’t sit and watch what is happening to my country”. Perhaps that is how he felt when he fled Syria before the Troubles broke out; perhaps he felt the slaughters the Muslim Brotherhood inflicted on Syria in the 1980s was preferable to the current Wagnerian regime who are, he has warned us, plotting to use nuclear weapons on their own people and, presumably, on us too.

After 25 minutes, we learn the video was produced by Mohammed Ameen, as part of a student programme run by Mike Wayne (of Brunel University?). Though Mr Ameen should be commended for his potential, he should, as a possible future documentary maker, not be as embedded or besotted with his subjects, handlers and fixers as more well-known and popular documentary makers we have discussed elsewhere are. Likewise, although Dr Mohammed is doing much good work, the benefits to all, not just to Sunni extremists, would be much better if he came clean with us about why he left Syria in the first place and why he is devoting his considerable talents to the ignoble cause the “men with guns” propound.

**TORTURE TIME WITH SYRIA’S HANNIBAL LECTORS**

Not that Dr Najjar wants us confused on where he stands. In his own words [http://tinyurl.com/smb13](http://tinyurl.com/smb13): “I think this regime can’t be dealt with except by force and he has to be taken out by force.” Because he does not make it sufficiently clear just how much force should be applied so that “the regime” can be “taken out”, we must, judging from the evidence, make our own minds up on just how much violence Dr Najjar is prepared to condone to rid Syria of all human supporters of “the regime”. Would he, for example, preside in a sectarian sharia court that would summarily sentence Syrian government employees and members of minority religions to death? If not, why not? Would he be prepared to tell the authorities here and in Syria on what he knows about those kangaroo courts? If not, why not?
Figure 8: Dinner Time for the moderates: Khalid al-Hamad, the commander of the moderate “Omar al-Farouk” Brigade affiliated to the “Syria Free Army” from the region of Baba Amr in Homs, would probably agree with the good doctor, even if he has little time for the niceties of the Muslim Brotherhood’s kangaroo courts. Khalid is, of course, the flesh-chomping Muslim Brotherhood affiliated run-of-the-mill rebel who was feted on mainstream British and American TV stations about his dining habits and how prisoners can expect to fare at the dinner table of the Muslim Brotherhood linked crews he runs with.

Not, as this report makes plain [http://tinyurl.com/snb14x](http://tinyurl.com/snb14x) that they would fare much better in any of the dungeons the Muslim Brotherhood’s sectarian death squads control or in the sectarian kangaroo courts presided over by British-based doctors who boast to their confreres how they condemn their prisoners to be sliced to death.

Figure 9: Christians are Dog Food. British-based doctors linked to the Muslim Brotherhood have assured us that savage actions like this are not sectarian and that the Christians their comrades cannibalise have nothing to fear from them.
Figure 10: Lambs to the Slaughter. From an excellent Australian report giving details the torture regimes and kangaroo courts the criminals of the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood help run. The “brothers” excuse all this by saying their prisoners are all, wink wink, Shabiha.

Figure 11: Coup de grâce: Syrian government soldiers are dispatched in typical fashion after they were overwhelmed in a joint Muslim Brotherhood/Al Nusra attack. The “brothers” excuse all this by saying their victims are all, wink wink, Shabiha.

Figure 12: Muslim Brotherhood Selfies: Muslim Brotherhood thugs take incriminating selfies of themselves humiliating and torturing a captured Syrian Army officer. The “brothers” excuse all this by saying he was, wink wink, Shabiha.
This excellent Australian report shows prisoners cowering in front of Abu Haytham, the psychopathic commander of the Eagle Coast Brigade, part of the Muslim Brotherhood dominated Free Syrian Army franchise. The prisoners are being tortured in a Muslim Brotherhood controlled mosque in Jabal al-Akrad, in Syria’s north-western province of Latakia. The prisoners have obviously been severely beaten and tortured, standard fare as they are prisoners of the FSA’s Ahfad Omar brigade - part of the Muslim Brotherhood controlled Tawheed Battalion.

Hassan Ouso, their torturer-in-chief, claims they are “Shabiha”, which is code for a member of a minority religious sect or a government employee; though he is continually asked, Ouso repeatedly ignores questions about whether the prisoners were tortured or beaten in custody, perhaps on the grounds there is no point in stating the obvious.

In Aleppo, the 2000-strong Tawheed mob - one of the largest crews shaking down the locals – using the same flimsy “Shabiha” excuse, regularly execute any member of the Barri clan they get their blood-drenched claws on, Shabiha, of course being the catch-all phrase for anyone these “noble savages” want to torture, rape or kill. It is no wonder Ousa’s prisoners quiver in fear. The Muslim Brotherhood, many of whom are NHS employees, are not signatories to the Geneva Convention.

After Ousa and his fellow-goons soften them up, the prisoners will next face the summary justice of a sectarian sharia court, presided over perhaps by a British NHS doctor who will later boast about it and show photos of them being beheaded around the Edgware Road coffee shops, knocking shops and gambling dens he frequents.

Perhaps that is all my idle, ignorant speculation for Anna Neistat, the associate director for emergencies at Human Rights Watch, which is a de facto apologist front for rebel war crimes such as those we described, tells us “There is no suggestion the FSA is committing crimes of this magnitude, but there is still concern that abuse is occurring. As such, human rights groups have been negotiating a “code of conduct” with the rebels in which they promise to avoid the abuse of prisoners”. She tells us, reassuringly, that as many of these murder gangs have signed up to a charter a few of the Human Rights Watch lads knocked up, prisoners have nothing to fear from these ignoble warriors. In Marea, a quiet farming town north of Aleppo, the 40 odd prisoners, who are all undoubtedly members, wink wink, of the Shabiha and who are all being systematically tortured by Muslim Brotherhood linked Tawheed Battalion chappies, would beg to differ, only their tongues would be cut out for such brazeness.

The Eternal Jew Haters in Syria and the USA

Figure 13: Eternal anti-Semites. Members of the Liwa al-Tawhid mob, or Brigade of Unity branch of the Free Syrian Army franchise, loot and ransack a synagogue in the Bab al-Nasr neighbourhood of Aleppo, June 28, 2013.
British charity groups are not, of course, the only lot who have scoured the world’s sectarian sewers for rabble rousers and death squad apologists. The American-based Syrian Sunrise Foundation, have inflicted quite a few Frankensteins onto the Land of the Free and the Brave. As this link [http://tinyurl.com/smbx14](http://tinyurl.com/smbx14) shows, one of their biggest draw-cards was a sectarian, Jew-hating nut job going by the name of Sheikh Osama al-Rifai, who got gullible American punters to donate over $3.6 million for, as he called it, financial jihad. He did this by doing gigs at the Muslim Brotherhood controlled Mosque Foundation, where Sheikh Mohammad Rateb al-Nabulsi who is, as they say, known to the police, regularly raises money for the Syrian American Council.

![Figure 14: Moderates Beware](image.png)

Sheik Osama al-Rifai’s colourful CV includes the interesting tidbit that he facilitated the creation of the Islamic Front, a merger of seven extremist jihadist crews now ravaging Syria. Stateside, he was happy to share the “credit” for building these killer machines and he singled out "organizations here like Shaam Relief, and Syrian Sunrise Foundation, you must be very aware that you are too performing jihad just like your brothers in Syria."

The Syrian Sunrise Foundation likely brought al-Rifai to the U.S. due to his reputation inside Syria as the head of a large charitable front operation. Its website says that it aims "to send aid to families, orphans, and widows affected by the conflict." The group claims to have a "well-established humanitarian network of hundreds of workers" and denies having "any political, religious, or any other agenda" which is just as well as The Islamic Front will keep plenty of “orphans and widows” in need of their help. Sunni ones that is, as non-Sunnis need not and best not apply.

Al-Rifai, who has co-hosted jihadi fund-raising conferences in Egypt, does not like Jews who, not being a man to mince his words, he says are "absolute evil" and that Jews corrupted Western women "through Freud" and "the Jews mention in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion that all the nations are the donkeys of the Jews, and that they cannot humble and ride these donkeys until they can corrupt them. This is in the Elders of Zion,

---

5 After the Islamic Front crew begged, borrowed or stole all the gear the USA and her allies gave the Free Syrian Army, the Yanks temporarily suspended this indirect help to ISIS’ allies.
and I ask the God to give me the capability to explain all of that." And this is the obnoxious character the USA let roam the Land of the Free from sea to shining sea.

**Figure 15: No room at the Muslim Brotherhood Inn for Syria’s Christians.** Syria’s Muslim Brotherhood, together with their Turkish sponsors, have spearheaded a campaign of murder, torture and kidnapping against Syria’s Christians not only for their default sectarian reasons but also for the geo-political reason of ethnically cleansing the region of the “Cross worshippers” so they can more easily portray the area’s problems as a sectarian rather than a geo-political reason.

Though Al-Rifai frequently speaks about morality and uniting all Syrians, he endorses a sectarian coalition of cut-throats that brutally suppresses those ideals. IHS Jane’s estimates the mobs Al-Rifai now runs with could have as many as 45,000 gang members under their command. Most of the crews that make up the Islamic Front, including its leadership, have had close operational relations with Al-Qaida’s Syrian branches, including the Jabhat al-Nusra and Islamic State of Iraq and Greater Syria crews, all of which are supposedly enemies of the USA where Al-Rifai has been allowed to raise millions of dollars for their common cause. They are all peas in the same stinking pod, a band of brotherly brigands civilised people should have no truck with.

There is nothing moderate about these gangsters. Zahran Alloush, the leader of Jaish al-Islam and chief of military operations for the Muslim Brotherhood-controlled Islamic Front, solicited foreign mercenaries to help them rape Syria. He has regularly called for resurrecting the Islamic caliphate in which he also advocated cleansing Syria of Shiites and Alawites; videos show his foot soldiers flying the jihadist black flag, the flag of choice of those at the centre of the war against Syria. Harakat Ahrar al-Sham have regularly fought alongside Jabhat al-Nusra and both mobs coordinated the September 2013 assault that ransacked the ancient Christian town of Ma’aloula. Ahrar Al-Sham has also worked with the Free Syrian Army crew and, of course, with the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, the grand daddy of Syria’s terror networks.

Al-Rifai’s serial endorsements of the Islamic Front, when coupled with the blurry lines between the different Sunni crews looting Syria and the millions they have raised in the United States, through sympathetic groups like the Syrian Sunrise Foundation, raise serious questions about The Syrian Sunrise Foundation, Shaam Relief⁶ and all other

---

⁶ [http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/shaam-relief-foundation](http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/shaam-relief-foundation) tells us that The Shaam Relief Foundation, working in cahoots with the Syrian American Council, brought Dr. Mohamad Rateb Al-Nabulsi Stateside. Al-Nabusi, reflecting the beliefs of notorious Muslim Brotherhood godfather Youssef Qaradawi, believes in the...
Western “charities”, organisations and NGOs who may be helping, “however inadvertently”, sectarian slaughter in Syria.

**Syria’s Zealots, Fanatics, Heretics and Outright Lunatics**

**Hand in Hand Heavies: Mohammad bin Abdul Rahman Al Arefe**

![Hand in Hand event](image1.png)

**Figure 16: Kill Them All.** Mohammad Al-Arefe, the extremist Saudi preacher, speaks at a Hand in Hand for Syria event (where the rebel emblem was brazenly displayed).

![Band of Brotherhoods](image2.png)

**Figure 17: Band of Brotherhoods.** Mohammad Al-Arefe is honoured at a major jihadist fund-raising event. The above photo was retrieved from this link [http://tinyurl.com/arefex2](http://tinyurl.com/arefex2) which discusses Al-Nusra’s structure. The photo is from a jihadist fund-raising meeting where Arefe was one of their key fund-raisers.


tactic of suicide bombing, and that Jews are the “most inferior and most evil of peoples and the greatest enemies of Allah and of Islam and its people.”
Figure 18: Round Up the Usual Suspects. American godfather John Kerry consorts with ISIS go-betweens to keep the pressure up on Syria’s secular regime. In justifying his own collaboration with Syrian death squads, Kerry had previously claimed that the Syrian Army and ISIS were working hand in hand against Syria with each other. The Syrian Arab Army is, in fact, currently engaging ISIS on all fronts whereas Kerry is arming them, “however inadvertently”.

In this insightful interview [http://tinyurl.com/smbx15](http://tinyurl.com/smbx15) Nabeel Naiem, a former Al Qaeda capo, extrapolating from his own experiences of running a 120 man terror gang, questions how Isis has come to be so big, so well-organised and so well-funded. He contends “Now as we speak there are 1,500 of ISIS & Nusra (Front) in Tel Aviv hospitals” and, of interest to the NHS, the Charity Commission and the Old Bill, that “They have field hospitals, and it’s remarkable that they have a number of doctors in their ranks, even doctors from European countries”, “Osama was spending by himself, but before Osama there was the International Islamic Relief Organization”, “they’re working on igniting the war between the Sunna and the Shiites, just like what Abu Mussab (Zarqawi) used to blow up Sunnah mosques then blow up Shiite mosques, to start the sectarian war in the region; and this is of course an American plot, and I tell you ISIS didn’t kill a single American, ISIS didn’t behead a single American and didn’t play football with his head, they beheaded Muslims and ate livers of Muslims and didn’t kill a single American though it’s established since 2006”, “the Muslim Brotherhood have no religion, no nation, not safe to be with them, they’ll betray anyone”, “At one time, these takfiri groups were openly taunting the people who came to see dead British soldier bodies returned to open abuse saying they deserved this. There was a national outcry about these people and parliament was forced to list them as a terrorist group – to be dated in four days’ time. So, the group changed their name and continued their practices. They are still there – espousing their hatred.”

Whatever we may think about Nabeel Naiem, we would have to agree that his opinions on the Muslim Brotherhood and other terror gangs deserves attention, not only from the NHS, the police and the Charity Commission but from us all. Nabeel’s analysis leads to the important questions as to who is calling Syria’s sectarian shots and who is most complicit in their many war crimes.
Syrian Muslim Brotherhood: Calling the Shots?

Figure 19: Summary Justice. Syrian Muslim Brotherhood death squads commit yet another war crime. These captured Syrian Army prisoners are riddled down for the entertainment of the Muslim Brotherhood supporters. Perhaps their assassins did not get the Human Rights Watch memo warning them of the adverse publicity effects of such massacres.

Because the “secular” SNC purports to represent over 60 percent of the Syrian opposition, perhaps 60% of their crimes should be attributed to them and their British NHS support teams. In their defence, the SNC/SMB would argue that their forte is merely overseas lobbying and overseas fund-raising and money–earners and that as they are only the monkey, we should instead look to the organ grinders of Turkey, Qatar and the USA instead. They have a point.

Perhaps then we should round up front-people like Texan resident Ghassan Hitto, who was recently named as SNC’s nominal boss of bosses, as he was formerly an operative with the Shaam Relief crew as well as a “friend of the Elashi family,” one of whose “family” members, Ghassan, recently got 65 years in the State Pen for his “charity” activities7.

Articles such as these http://tinyurl.com/smbx20 and http://tinyurl.com/smbx21 which explain “How the Muslim Brotherhood Hijacked Syria’s Revolution” might instead indicate British and American police should first look at the Muslim Brotherhood octopus and all its leprous tentacles. Though the Brotherhood preaches tolerance and makes temporary alliances as easily as their assassins make temporary marriages, that is just a political tactic from this intolerant, sectarian and thoroughly nasty bunch of thuggish criminals, who have and who never had any sizeable mandate for their sectarian murder campaigns8.

They had and they continue to have no major popular support in Syria, bar what they can win with the bomb, the bullet and the bribe. Though The Muslim Brotherhood was Syria’s strongest opposition crew when the troubles began in March 2011, it was entirely based in exile and had no foot soldiers on the ground. Its main strength still resides in its overseas networks, in its ability to network in Whitehall, in Washington, in Doha, in Ankara and in the other corridors of power and from them to its control of the Syrian National Council (SNC) and the broader National Coalition of Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces, both of which have lost power to the more dynamic and even more ruthless fanatics Saudi Arabian intelligence sponsors and which are much more amenable to recruiting brain-dead

7 See these links for more information on The Lone Star Hero: http://tinyurl.com/smbx16 http://tinyurl.com/smbx17 http://tinyurl.com/smbx18

8 The most seats they ever won was 10 in the 1961 elections where their vote early and vote often tactics had limited success. See here http://tinyurl.com/smbx19 for more on this gang of well-educated thugs.
cannon fodder wherever they can find them than are the more secretive but equally repulsive Muslim Brotherhood controlled Mafia gangs.

Since February 2014, open feuding between Saudi Arabia and Qatar triggered an equally vehement confrontation over war booty between the coalition’s Jarba and Salim Idris, the Brotherhood’s appointed, who personally oversaw the August 2013 Latakia massacres. They are, in effect, yesterday’s men, arguing over the booty but not having enough trigger-men to keep their all-essential street credibility amongst the throat-cutters, head hackers and serial rapists of “liberated” Syria.

**Back to the Future: the Spanish and Syrian Civil Wars**

![Figure 20: Symbols of Death.](image)

The black flag of ISIS is now proudly flaunted in Wales. An Irish-based mass murderer of Syrians is eulogised in a widely-circulated poster.

Syrian death squad supporters often draw comparisons between their cause and that of the Spanish Republic and those who fought for it during Spain’s gory 1936-39 Civil War. Like many such comparisons, there are superficial similarities and major underlying differences, the most obvious of which was the Spanish Republican fighters, their international fighting brigades included, were fighting in defence of the Spanish government whereas the Syrian death squads, their foreign mercenaries included, are waging their jihad against the Syrian government and against any and all Syria’s civilians who resist them and their very narrow religious vista.

Whatever similarities there are do not flatter the Syrian rebels. Hemmingway’s book tells us of orgies of executions, of deranged mobs hacking priests to death with picks, of defenceless women being publicly tortured and humiliated, of the unthinkable savagery and wanton killings that are now synonymous with the Syrian rebel death squads, and of Spain’s Republicans, like today’s Syrian soldiers, learning how to slit their own carotid arteries to avoid the excruciating torture the Muslim Brotherhood get off on; all of these Spanish Civil War depravities would be familiar to students and survivors of the Syrian rebel militias.

Whereas Franco had Hitler and Mussolini, Syria’s criminal gangs have an array of help from the equally repulsive regimes of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, who have bought, bullied or bribed most of the West’s journalists and politicians so much so that the ravages of Northern Syria which are on a par with the destruction, devastation and pillage of Franco’s Army of Africa as they raped their way between Seville and Madrid, are glossed over as a liberation.

---

9 Read here [http://scpss.org/en/?p=272](http://scpss.org/en/?p=272) how the ageing dons of the Muslim Brotherhood struggle to compete for turf with their more popular, younger and more ruthless competitors.
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and their allies aim to destroy Syria’s social tissue and to pit one denomination against another so that Syria descends into the abyss and all that remains is the shrill call to prayer of the Wahhabi overlords imposed on those Sunnis who survive the carnage; there is no room in their Syria for Christians or Muslim “apostates”.

The most famous call of the Spanish Civil War was: No pasaran, they shall not pass. Should the Saudi Salafists pass, should they prevail in Syria, then, just as at the end of the Spanish Civil War, all hell will break loose as Saudi Arabia and Qatar, like the vultures they are, pick dry the bones of their victims and plan their next atrocities. Their willing executioners, the Salafist mercenaries and rapists who have come from all ends of the earth to devastate Syria, will hopefully be hunted down and brought to book for their crimes against humanity. There can, unlike Spain’s International Brigades, be no fond remembrance for those scum, no matter what part of the social spectrum they came from.

**MUSLIM BROTHERHOODS STEEPED IN SYRIAN BLOOD**

Shortly before the remnants of the International Brigades evacuated Barcelona, Dolores Ibárruri, La Pasionaria, made a famous speech in homage to them on All Saint’s Day, November 1, 1938. That speech and the deeds of those she made it to, still, despite the testimonies of Orwell and Hemmingway, resonate in many breasts today because there was more than a kernel of decency and honesty in those from England, Ireland, America and beyond who died at Jarama, Guadalajara, Brunete, Belchite, Levante and, most famously, at the Ebro. These unholy cut throats are cut from a filthier cloth.

*Figure 21: Abderozzak Benarabe, Big A to some, Big A**hole to others*, a notorious Danish criminal doing some recreational jihad in Syria.

One typical jihadist, as this article [http://tinyurl.com/SMBX22](http://tinyurl.com/SMBX22) explains is Big A, Abderozzak Benarabe, a convicted drug trafficker and the leader of one of Denmark's most notorious sadistic organised crime gangs. Not unlike NHS Britain's more urbane doctors, this thug collected £50,000 and hi-tech military paraphernalia, including night-vision goggles and heat sensors, for Syria's criminal rebels. Big A, like our NHS doctors and, like the criminals Dale Carnegie begins his famous “How to win friends and influence people” opus with, would argue that his help to Syria's cut throats shows he is a good man, a man of honour even.
Figure 22: Belgian Cannon Fodder: Sharia4Belgium radicalised this kid and shipped him off to rob and rape Syrians. Belgian Dimitri Bontinck will certainly not be writing paeons to these thugs. He claims his son, Jejoen, underwent an Islamic radicalization process by the notorious Sharia4Belgium crew who then shipped him off to kill Christians in Syria. As this report explains http://tinyurl.com/smbx23 Dimitri was roughed up when he went to Turkey to try to rescue his son from the clutches of the death squad cults who brain-washed him.

Figure 23: English cannon fodder: Abdullah Deghayes, as this obituary http://tinyurl.com/smbx25 explains, was radicalised in England and killed in Syria by Syrian security forces fighting serious crime. British Foreign Minister William Hague actually said the death of this young criminal was a tragedy. The teenage fanatic travelled with his 16-year-old brother Jaffer, who is now hopefully helping Syrian police with their enquiries. Their older brother Amer, 20, stopped a bullet in his gut during the same criminal enterprise that sent Abdullah to his death. Their father is proud of them. Because their uncle, Omar, was held in Guantánamo Bay from 2002 to 2007 on suspicion of being an Al Qaeda assassin, some, using the Muslim Brotherhood logic, would say Abdullah came from “good stock”.

Figure 24: The “Irish Brigade” in the thick of it. These unlikely-looking Irish people were arrested in Cairo. Their father is Imam Sheikh Hussein Halawa who runs the
notorious Clonskeagh mosque with which most of the Irish passport holders killed in Syria were connected. These innocents abroad just happened to be in the mosque at the centre of the Muslim Brotherhood protests and one of them just happened to be coordinating media activities for Al Jazeera, the Qatari station which broadcasts Muslim Brotherhood diatribes to the world. The mosque their family runs (their father cannot speak English or Irish even though he has lived in Ireland for decades) is the headquarters of Europe’s Muslim Brotherhood groups and they have a special relationship with the Irish government which amazingly allows these sectarian zealots to vet the Arabic documents of all Christians and Shias entering Ireland. This controversial mosque also has close contacts with Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the prominent Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood bigot who has urged Irish and other Muslims to go to Syria to commit mass murder. Saudi Arabia and the poisoned dwarf state of Qatar are currently funding the building of more mega-mosques throughout Ireland.

**Figure 25: Pin up boy.** This Irish-based thug who died committing serious crimes in Syria was described in the Irish Sun newspaper here [http://tinyurl.com/smbx26](http://tinyurl.com/smbx26) as a “good-looking lad” and as a “martyr”. This newspaper never described dead IRA or British IRA squaddies in such terms but a thug who abused Irish hospitality to go and kill Libyan and Syrian children gets crowned with such laurels.

**Figure 26: Pray to the Irish Martyrs.** Not to be outdone, controversial Irish Times journalist Mary Fitzgerald, who has a very unhealthy relationship with the gangsters who destroyed Libya before moving on to rape Syria wrote here [http://tinyurl.com/smbx27](http://tinyurl.com/smbx27) about these two “martyrs of Louth and Meath”. This is important as the remains of Oliver Plunkett, Ireland’s most revered (and peaceful) saint, resides in Louth, in the actual town where the father of one of these deceased criminals works and where Pope John Paul made a point of visiting and honouring in his plea for people to pursue peaceful not violent means of conflict resolution. Fitzgerald, to whom we shall return in a later piece, has a nefarious agenda here by trying to conflate tradional and revered Irish Christian martyr pacifists, who died because of their faith, with low-life mercenary criminals who slaughter people of faith.
Regarding Shamseddin Gaidan, the other deceased criminal, she tells us, a Libyan-born Meath schoolboy, “told his schoolfriends and teachers how much he wanted to be there to witness the revolution that ended Gadafy’s 42 years in power”. Hopefully, they reported the teenage hood’s desire to “witness” to the Irish police, who hopefully have his family and their associates under constant surveillance with a view to either imprisoning or deporting them if they want to give “witness”.

The other thug, 22-year-old Hudhaifa ElSayed, from Donacarney in Drogheda, was well known to the police and, according to Fitzgerald, “knew exactly what he was doing”. Abdel Basset, his Egyptian father, unsurprisingly perhaps, is a doctor, a surgeon.

ElSayed, Fitzgerald tells us, was one of a number of Irish-based murderers who went to Libya and, happy they had helped heap chaos on it, moved on to Syria to repeat the process. Fitzgerald recounts how she had met this criminal when she illegally entered Syria as an embedded reporter with his death squad and, as if trying to convince us that all mass murderers are cartoonish freaks she recounts how “His wire-rimmed glasses seemed incongruous alongside his military-style fatigues and the Kalashnikov slung across his back”. Fitzgerald tells us that Asmaa, the late thug’s mother, who has not yet been deported from Ireland, “told him it is okay” to effectively go and rape and pillage his way around Syria. Her equally fanatical husband believes their gang member son “died for a great thing.” As she does not bother asking what that “great thing” is, we have to assume it is turning Syria into another Libya rather than another Ireland, from where they pontificate and build the myth that their son was nothing other than the cold-blooded sectarian killer that he clearly was.

Although I hope to later explain how come traditionally neutral Ireland is now a major exporter of Islamic jihad, these reports http://tinyurl.com/smbq1 http://tinyurl.com/smbz1 recount how a gang of Irish traveller thieves stole €200,000 in cash from the home of “well-known Irish Libyan freedom fighter Mahdi al-Harati, who was one of the leaders of the bloody revolt against Gaddafi” and that al-Harati admitted to Irish police that the cash came from American CIA agents for his Libytan and Syran work.

Figure 27a, 27b: Going Out with a Bang. Not that CIA operatives in Ireland are the only Yanks helping to destroy Syria. The pictures above show Abu Huraya, who looks a lot like Tony Soprano’s dim-witted son, the first American brainwashed into being a suicide bomber in Syria. He is on video in this report here: http://tinyurl.com/smbz2
Figure 28: The Ugliest American? Because Mathew van Dyke is an American who saw a huge business opportunity in joining the jihadists in Syria and Libya, he is probably the most venal and revolting American of them all.

Figure 29: Bringing it back to Blighty. These two cretins murdered Lee Rigby, an off duty soldier on London’s streets in a brutal manner their mates specialise in in Syria.

Figure 30: Land of my Fathers? These Welsh-based murderers ask others to join them killing Christians in Syria and Iraq. Their supporters now openly display their flag on the streets of Cardiff.
Figure 31: Sex Jihad gone wrong. This American’s career of “comforting” the jihadists was cut short by the Syrian Army who killed her before her customers could kill them.

Figure 32: London Sex Jihad Offering: Channel 4 inflicted this psychopath on their viewers in “an exclusive” of all sick things in 2013. Luckily, the programme was shortened when the news Prince George was born broke. She married a Swedish murderer and their families regularly visit them to see how their ethnic cleansing of Syrians from Syria is getting along.

Figure 33 Sisters in sex jihad. This piece http://tinyurl.com/smbz3 tells us that twins Salma and Zahra Halane left their parents’ Manchester home in the middle of the night from where they flew to Turkey, before crossing the border to Syria to “meet” the troops. That takes some organising, the type of organising Manchester’s Muslim Brotherhood cabal can easily do.
Figure 34: School’s Out: Sex Jihad Is In: Schoolgirl Zahra Halane kneels in front of friends when she was in Year 6 at her primary school. Let’s hope she does not have bursitis but, if she does, maybe one of the Manchester doctors mentioned above, who regularly visit “rebel” Syria can help.
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Although he has been involved in human rights issues all his life, most recently he has concentrated his efforts on Palestine and, increasingly, Syria, both of which he has visited twice over the last year. An eternal optimist beneath his sceptical sheen, he is a master scuba diver who looks forward to diving off the coasts of Gaza and Syria in the near future when the people of those lands are allowed to live in peace from those outside forces who are currently besieging them.